
CHAPI'ER 2 

THEORIES OF PHOI'CN - ATOM ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Elastic scattering is only one of a variety of processes 

by which photons· can interact with matter. The theory of the 

electromagnetic interaction, in general, between garrma quanta. 

ano the atom is, called quantun. electrodynamics. Quantum electro-

dynan:ic calculation methods have been successfully used for the 

corr:putation of. practically important processes of interaction 

between photon_s and the atoms. 

2.1 Theoretical framework : . 

For an exact and complete description. of th~ interaction 

of electromiilgnetic ·radiation with matter, both the radiation 

field and the atom should be treated quantum mechanically. But 

it is not possible to solve this problem exactly. A seni

classical treatment is therefore used in which the radiation 

field is tre'ated classica~ly and the ;atom is treated quantum 

mechanically. The atom and the radiation may be. donsidered as 

compos . .in.g ·-~- ... $,ingle systen~ .•. TJ:le Hcm1il toni em of this system ccm 
. . . .. . . .. .. . . . ... 

be written down and the usual quantum mechanical _treatment 

applied to it. ·The theory of the photon-atom inter~ction then 

requires findin·g solutions to the Sc:hrodinger equation 

H1' 
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in the vector potential of the electromagnetic field. 

Even in this semi-classical frarrework, it is not possible 

to solve the problem of atorr~fielo interaction exactly. Most of 

the treatments are therefore based on the perturbation theory • 

. In it, it is assumed that the initi•l state of the atom is not 

much changed due to the interaction with radiation. The field 

due to the incident radiation is treated as • perturb~tion of 

the· atomic ·fi:elc and the resulting perturbati·on of the atomic···· ·· 

wave function is calculated. The determination of the perturbed 

wave function involves calculation of the quantities called the 

matrix elerr.ents of the perturbing field. 

The electromagnetic interaction between the incic.ent 

photon •nd the target atom is described by the 11 perturl:>ed11 

Harr.il toniaB 
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where H is the Ha.rniltonian operctor of the atom, H'( is a.tom 

the Hamiltonian of the radiation, A is the operctor of the 

vector potential of the radiation field, H
0 

is the unperturbed 
. . 

Han;iltonia.n, and v int is the- iR_tera.ction Hamil toni~ which plcys 

the role of perturbation. We find that 

-~~t 
e _,. -~ d p A e - ,__ - • -t-- z rn,e,:2 ~(! 

-, 

-
' ·" 

While the first tenn on· the right hand s"ide corre~pon9s to the 

processes of absorption (or emission), the second · te~rin le.a.ps 

.. ---to~tne -pi:-ocesses called scattering. Atomic elastic. (Rayleigh) 

scattering is thus fundamentally il second order quanturr: electro-

dyna.n·ic process. 

'· 
2.2 Simplistic form factor approach to Rayleigh scattering : 

Earliest calculations of Rayleigh scattering (the atomic 

elastic scattering. from bound electrons) were carried out under 

the form factor approximation in which the binding ·energy of 

the electrons in the· atorr· is neglected. In this method, the 

classical theory of scattering· of X-rays by e'lectrons is used 

as a basis for the calculations. The following simplifying 

6 assumptions are made : 

1. Each electron is so loosely bound that it scatters 

according to the Thomson free-electron scattering· 

formulil. 

. .. : \'" 
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2. The scattered cmplitude due to • given •torr-is'f' 

times that due to a si-ngle free electron under 

identical conditions. The.number f is called the atomic 

form factor or the atomic sc~ttering f•ctor of the •tom. 

The Thomson formula for the differenti•l cross section of 

unpolarized radiation through an angle e is. 

=( 
2 2 ~ ~ 

e ) 1+ Cos e _! "'f1 /A .r .. ~:l) 
Y'fv ~ :2 f2 - 2 o ~.L+ wS ~ • • • {2 .1) 

where r = e 2/mc2 = 2.82 x 1o-13 em is the cl•ssical electrom 
0 

radius. The corresponding scattering amplitudes polarized 

parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane respectively 

are 

- --r.. Cos e 0 

"to 

The form factor description of the Rayleigh 

errplcys the formulas . . 

dt~ 
R d., ~lh I :r (<Jt) I ctJ2 dS2 

••• (2.2) 

7-9 scattering 

2 
••• { 2. 3) 
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... {2.1) 

where -f,cy. is the magnitude of the momentum transfer to the atom 

during scattering of a photon of momentum -f' ki. into a photon of 

momentum ~ k.f. The ~tomic form factor is defined by the equation 

J r cy;) ••• (2-. 6) 

where fcv;) is the electron number density in the atom at ~ and 

the integration extends over the atomic volume. It is obvious 

that in case of forward angle scattering {e= 0) q is zero and 
~ 3 . Jco) :: J rc:yo) d. f approaches the a.torr:ic number z if the atom is neutrill 

Further, if the distribution of electrons within the atom is 

e (~) depe .... ds only on the assumed to be ·Spherically symmetric, , -

magnitude r and we obtciD 

• • • (2. 7) 
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with e('t') .satisfying the conditio:n 

4 If r p (Y') l' 2 Jr = 1 

From the point of view of quantUIT\ nechanics, the 

cclculation of coherent scattering of r•di-.tion from electrons 

was first carried· cut by wentzel
1 0 and by waller11 • The results 

obtained were f·ound to be. identical with form f•ctor expressions 
. 2 

provided e(•) waS put equal to I 'J', I where "!' .... is ze atomic wave 

function in the stilte _n. In. principle ecfl) = I in. I can be 

calculated for an ·&tom .of. eiich elenent and can be used to 

calculate _the form factor •. ·Practical_ly, however, Schrodinger 
. . 

equation is. n·ot exactly solvable for many electron atoms and 
. ' ' I I 

approximate methods have to be adopted to determine 'fh. • The 

starting point of all -.pproxirnate calculations on many electron 

atoms is the •central field -.pproximation•. The basic idea is 

that ea~h of the atomic. electrons moves -~n an effectively 

spherically syrrmetric potential V(r) created by the nucleus am.d 

all the other electrohs. The problem is then to determine V(r) • 

This problem is analysed by' using two _approaches. For complex 

atoms V(r) can be deternined by the statistical method of Thomas -

Fermi (TF) 12- 13 which is valid for heavy atoms; or for any· a_tom, 

14 and more_ accurately, ·by the self consistent Hartree ~heory. 

Further improven:.ent is obtained when exchange is included by 

the use of Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) 15 or. Hartree-Fock-Slater· 

{I-rE'S) 16- 18 theory. Considerable effort has been devoted for 
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obtaining the best atomic form factors, the emphasis being give:m. 

to the use of appropriate wave functions. 

While a non-relativistic derivation of the form factor 

method is ofte~. given, the ~plitude ilild cross sectio:n formulas 

may also be derived· within a relativistic frernework. This is not 

unlikely since the basic approximation is a high energy approxi

mation. In the latter case the charge density e(r) corresponds. to 

one contributea by the relativistic bound state wave functions. 

Two excellent tabulations of the.form factors calculated for'the 

elements of the entire periodic tcble •d. for a wide rilllge of 

momentum transfer are readily available. These are : 

1. The non-relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of 
. 1 

· Cromer and Mann compiled by Hubbel~ et al 

2. The relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations by Doyle, 

Turner, .Cromer, Weber a.md ¢verb¢ compiled by Hubbell 
' ~ . 

. · '2. 
and .¢verb¢. • ·· 

The derivation of.the bil.sic.formula 

of the form factor formalism neglects the binding energies of 

electrons in atoms and treats them as classical Thomson·electroas. 

-..·•,.r 
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.. 7-8 
Franz , in his desc.ription of the relativistic fonn.f-.ctor, had 

suggested the use of a modified· fern: f-.ctor by wri ti&g 

~R ~ cL 6..T. I ca I Q 
. -~- ..... ot .J2., c! S2. . . 

a-Jt*'f ••• (2.8) 

where E is the rel-.tivi~tic tot•l energy of the·boumd electroa 

and V(r) is the central potential at the position r. 

While the f form factor results -.re ~xpected to be 

accurate at high photon energies, an error of the order of l ~2 

actually remains at all energies, ct. being the fine structure 

coJtstant (=1/137). The g form factor approac·h tends to correct 

this O(lr~.:1) error. A tabulation of the· modified relativistic form 
.· 3 

factors (MRFF) has been given by Schaupp et al • 

2. 3 Second order s-rr.atrix elemellt perturbative approach : 

The · 1 exact• calculations of Raylei·gh scattering should 

require the use of bound electron propagator if electron binding 

effects -.re to be accurately accounted for. Considerable theore

tical effort has go:ne i:nto developing • method of such a calculc-

tion since th~ noid 1950's. The .second. order perturbation method 

for the calculction of Rayleigh scatter.ing was developed by 

107313. 

r ·~r 3 Jf\N \g9'2 
. ~· . 
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1.9-22 . Brown and ce-vrorkers , • Th~s earlier treatment err;ployed the 

Fury bound intero.ction represent-.tion to ev•luate the secomd 

order s-matrix element -.nd made use of the Dir•c Coulomb wave 

functions to describe the atorr,ic electrons. The· method ,was 

applied to c;:alcule.te 

0.32, ·0.64, 1.28 and 

the scattering _of g~a r-.ys.of energy 

2 
2.56 me by the K-shell electrons of mercury. 

These calculations demonstrated ·the applicability of the theGry. 

Owing to the enormous computing efforts involved, calculatioas 

were. restricted to the evaluation of K-shell only. Cornille and 

. 23 2 
Chapdelaine later extenrJed tht:· evaluation to 5.12 me energy. 

24-26 
In the next stcge of development, Johnson· and co-vrorkers 

improved the Brown.et •l's f~rmalism with the aid of certain 

modifications. Instead of Coulomb wave functions, more realistic-

Lirac-Hartree-Fock-Sl-.ter (DHFS) wave functions were used and 

L- and M- she'll anplitu6es were '?alculcted together with th~ 
·. 26 . . . . 

K-shell amplitudes. Liu, Cheng and Johnso:a also. included .· 

higher order electron-electron correlation contributions •rising 

from the fourth order s-rr.atrix which had been neglected in the 

previous work. Johnson and Cheng24 used these irrprovements to 

calculate the R•yleigh ~plitudes for photom energies 100-90Q 

keV .bY' relatively heavy elements in the range of Z = 3.0.- · 82 • 
.. ... .. .. 

OVerall discrepancies between theory a.no exp·eriment were now of 

the order of 10'/o. 
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"" 
Major advances have occurred· in recent yea.~s with the 

advent of modern fast compute~s. Computational developments 

have significantly-" improyed the the?retical description of photon 

interaction with -~tOJTi. In a COmprehensive theoretical study Of 

the Rayleigh-' sc~ttering, Pr&tt 'and co-workers27 improved upon 

"the previous inves:tigations in a 'nulT'ber of ways. They have per-

formed calculations for the scattering of photons of energies 

100 eV - 10 MeV by K-, L-, M- and N-shells of a'toms of v«rious 

elements upto uranium. 

Kissel and Pratt developed a relativistic second order 

S-n-atrix-code-" ·for the "calculation Rayleigh -sc«ttering in indepen ... 

dent particle approxirration. :CHFS type self-consistent potenti&ls 

are used. The ato~· is represented by non-interac'ting electrons 

bouncl in a screened central potential V(r) resulting frorr. the 

charge distribution of the nucleus and the atorr ic electrons. 

Stil.rting wi t."l the second order s-matrix element of the quil.ntum 

e lectrodynan~ic interaction _of tl)e bound electron with radi«tion, 

the photon wave function is expanded in • rrqlti~e series. 

Electron states and propagators are not expanded in V{r) but· 

the radial wave functions of a partial series expan~ion are 

calculated numerically. For the tota1 atom, while mumerical. 
' , ' ' 

methods are used to- obtain the inner-she-ll amplitudes, the outer

shell amplitudes are estimated by the use of g form factors 

according to the following prescription4 : 
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1.. 

Re A.L. = 
. 
L 

Re. A 11 = ·- ~ ~- ('Y) Cos e 
t 

• 

I"" A ~I 
(5':: PE • 

= ( ~ PE) 1., A~l 

. 
where K· is the contribution of the inner shells (usually k- a.nd 

L-shell) obtained by numerical partial wave s-matrix calculations, 
PE 5'i is the photoele.ctric cross se~tions for the ·i-th ·shell. 

Cross sections c-alculated acqo·rding to the above programme are 
' . ' . '\ . . 

claimed to have .an uncer~ainty of the order .of 1% or less. 

2.4 Intercomparison of theories 

In the photon energy range within which Rayleigh scattering 

don.inates other elastic processes state-of-the-art s-matrix based 

calculations of.Rayleigh amplitudes are purported tobe the best 

available so far. It should be interesting to try a comparison 

of various form factor calculations of Rayleigh scattering-with 
. . 

the numerical .partial wav~ calcula.t.ions .. ~f Kissel-Pratt-Roy 

(KPR). In fact several such comparisons have been made by a number 

of a.uthors. 

Pratt and co-workers4 ·find that for srr:all momentum 
. ·-1 

transfers x L . .1:0 A where x is given ·by 
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- E (k.e \,1) 
Stn. ·e 

12~4 2 
••• 

I 

the NRFF and !Vl.RFF results •gree closely with ·KPR c•lcula.tions, 

whereas the RFF results e&J::e teo large. For lar~er values of x, 

NRFF and RFF n;cdels differ greatly from the MRFF. Similar findiags 

suggesting the superiority of the ~WPF theory have been reported 

28 . 29 
in liter-.ture by Eichler et_ -.1 , Br-.dley •nd Ghose , Sid-.ppa 

et a130 and Srnend et a.131 who tried to .discrirr,ina.te between 

various theoretical dat-. sets by w•y of comparison with experi

mentally measured cross sections. 

d '• ' .:_:-

A comparative study of the various sets of theoret1cai 

cross sections for a number of elements in .the photon energy 

range 245-1408 keV has been made by Te•nsompr-.song ~d 

Whitti~gham32 • They observe that the discrepancy between RFF 

and KPR cross sections increases with momentum tr~sfer "( x), 

atomic number(Z). and the. photon energy(E)with RFF results bec?ming 
.. -. . .. - .... -·-:--···· .. - . - ' .. 

far too large. The l'lEFF· cress sections are generally quite good 
o-1 '· · 

upto x~ lOA but ·the·n increases rapidly'. with x,· z and E. The 

MRFF cress sections, on the other h~d, agree closely with KP~ 
.. ()~1 

values upt~ x.::::40 A 

we have calculated the theoretical Rayleigh scattering 

cross sections for the 241
Am garr:ma r•ys of e:aeegy 59.54 keV from 
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Table 1 - Various predictions for the unpolarized photon-a.t<:>m 

elastic scattering cross section of 59.54 keV photons 

e (deg) 

--
0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

To...ble 2 • 

e (deg) 

0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

q 
(me) 

0 

• 01 

• 02 

.06 

.116 

.164 

.201 

• 225 

q 
(me) 

0 

• 01 

• 02 

• 06 

.116 

• 164 

• 201 

.225 

--------· 

42 
Mo 

ct. 6" /c! .Q. ( b/atom Sr) 

KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

141.00 140.07 5 140.06 138.744 

85.00 86.963 87.16 . 85. 729· 

45.00 46.969 47.40 44.376 

7.16 6.604 7.56 7. 300 . 

1.32 1.20 1.26 1.18 

o. 499 o. 421 0.452 o. 417 

·0.340 0.303 0.291 0.262 

0.335 o. 284 o. 282 0.250 

&o/J...n (b/ &tom/Sr) 

KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

184~00 182.955 182.94 180.827 

117.00 119o.643 119.88 117.682 

60.90 62.829 63.38 62.152 

11.60 10.829 12.20 11.706 

1.70 1.55 1. 61 1.49 . 

0.748 o. 622 0.679 0.619 

0.5(]3 o. 522 0.470 0.422 

o. 575 0.5p4 0.490 0.433 
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Tcvble 3. 50Sn 

---
e (deg) q _c£6"/d..n (b/atom/Sr) 

(me) . 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF. 

--
0 0 199.00 i98.52 198~50 196.07 

5 • 01 .126.00 127.92 128.48 126.44 

10 • 02 67.30 69.89 70.39 68.89 

30 .06 13.10 12 •. 30 13.72 13.16 

60 .116 1.86 1.70 1.76 1.63 

90 .164 . 0.824 0.690 0.751 o. 682 

120 .• 201 o. 660 . o. 532 o. 571 o. 510_ 

150 - • 225 0.674 0.521 0.572 0.500 

---

Ta...ble 4. 
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Tcvb~g. .5 .. 70Yb 

·-
e (deg) q do/d..rt (b/•torn/Sr) 

(me) 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

0 0 355.30 389.10 389.06 381.69 

5 ·• 01 242.70 267.60 278.82 270.91 

10 • 02 136.40 157.58 165.69 159.93 

.30 • 06 18.30 23.45 27.40 25.88 

60 .116 2.88 4.32 5.65 5.10 

90 -· '' ··-J.Q4 Q •. 51~ 1.28 1.66 1.58 
... ·• .. . . 

120 • 201 0.266 1~29 1.30 1.09 

150 .225 0.237 1. 41 1.54 1.27 
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"' 

Tcvb~e t • 82Pb 

--
9 {deg) q d.o/ct.n. (b/atom/Sr) 

.. -·. ···--.<~.L 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF' 

0 0 423.16. 423.12 414."51 400.00 

5 • 01 299.11" 300.88 292.91 275.00 

10 • 02 181.57 183.79 117.65 161.00 

30 .06 26.77 30.53 28.83 23.50 

60 .• 116 7.78 8.72 7.72 6.85 

90 .164 2.64 3.14 2.60 2.27· 

120 • 201 2. 03 2.18 1.76 1.44 

150 .225 2.05 2~30 1.82 1.40 
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target elements with Z = 42, 48, 50, 68, 70, 73 •nd- 82. The NRFF, 

RFF- and MRFF calculations were performed using the tables of 
. 1 . 2 - . . . 3 ... ' . -. 

Hubbell et al, Hubbell and ¢verb~ end Schaupp et al respectively. 
c:lO"NRFF cl6"'RFF o\,6'-MfCFF . 

The , and . - values obtained from the 
ct..n. ct.n. ot..n. 

calculations ·are given in the acconpanying tables 1-,. Also given 
. _ &,· (5'-k.PR • · _ 

are the cross sect1.ons · . obta1ned from the tables of Kane 
4 . d.J'2. 

et al. Compar1sons of various sets of cross section •re also 

made gr•phically in Figs 1-7. In each of the gr•phs 3-7, the 

cross secticns obtained from 

are plotted as ratio to t~e 

the various form 
c:t 6'Vk,P~ 
---value. 
cl..I2. 

f•ctor c•lculations 

A· study of the comparison indicates that the predictions 

of all the theories {NRFF, RFF, .. MRFF and KPR) •re in close 
,) 

agreement, and practic•lly indistinguishable, in c•se of low Z 

elements •t small angles of scattering. At l•rger scattering 

angles,· and in particular for high Z elements, ·the RFF results 

are found to be larger. Of the NRFF and MRFF formulations, t·he 

latter turns out to be more successful in predicting Rayleigh 

scattering cross sections in ccincidence with the predictions 

of KPR based on S-'matrix: formal'ism. 

. . 


